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The ten best buildings of 2017
From the sublime to the surreal — Jonathan Morrison picks the year’s most awe-inspiring
architectural projects
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It has probably been the most tumultuous year for architecture in a decade. In June the Grenfell
Tower fire focused attention on the desperate state of housing in the UK and raised fresh
questions over exactly what the profession was doing about it — apart from cladding old tower
blocks to improve the neighbours’ view.
At the other end of the construction dichotomy the number of billion-pound projects continued
to mount, with the glass doughnut of Apple’s headquarters in Cupertino, California (£3.7 billion)
being joined by the Bloomberg groundscraper in the City (£1 billion) and countless projects to
the east and Middle East.
To add to the impression that architects seem to be living on a different planet, their picks for the
biggest baubles generated plenty of controversy too. The Stirling Prize, for the UK’s best new
building, went to Hastings Pier, built in 1872, while the Royal Institute of British Architects
(Riba) gong for the best new house went to a one-off château the size of 13 normal threebedroom homes and the colour of Donald Trump.
On the positive side, some astonishing engineering projects were completed to little fanfare —
not least the new €1.5 billion sarcophagus installed at Chernobyl, largely based on a British
design, which was slid into place over the collapsing reactor No 4 in October. The epic Hong
Kong-Zhuhai-Macau bridge (in reality, three bridges and a tunnel) should also be completed
before the end of the year.
Yet some things never change, including the amount of money funnelled into cultural
institutions by oligarchs and governments (the rest seems to go to London). New concert halls
on the Hamburg docks and on an island in the Seine in Paris were joined by a museum to Yves

Saint Laurent in Marrakesh. Of course, the prestige — and budget — of these projects tends to
ensure that they attract the world’s top architects, so it should come as little surprise that nearly
half of my top ten buildings for 2017 are, grudgingly, of this genre.1 Louvre Abu Dhabi, UAE,
Ateliers Jean Nouvel,pictured aboveIn a nutshell: dome sweet domeLong awaited — quite
literally, it was supposed to have been finished five years ago — the £1 billion Louvre Abu Dhabi
is the first of a number of museums being built on the Gulf state’s Saadiyat Island; it will be
joined by an outpost of the Guggenheim, designed by Frank Gehry.
Whether all that spend will enable Abu Dhabi to make good on its ambition to become a cultural
powerhouse is still open to debate, but the Louvre, with its incredible 180m-diameter roof —
based on a filigree of interlocking palm leaves, through which rays of light fleck the white walls,
canals and squares — has already proved an overwhelming success.2 Zeitz Museum of
Contemporary Art Africa, Cape Town, South Africa, Thomas HeatherwickIn a
nutshell: cereal thrillerIt’s fair to say that it wasn’t a great 12 months for the well-connected
British designer. Not only did his idea for a Garden Bridge across the Thames in London finally
sink without trace, a similar project to place a park on an old pier in New York also had to be
abandoned after costs ballooned (again). Yet as commentators queued to write him off as
damaged goods, he produced one of his boldest tricks to date, turning an old grain silo in Cape
Town into South Africa’s answer to Tate Modern.
The result is probably the most astonishing atrium in the world: an ovoid space carved from 42
vertical concrete tubes with a diamond rope. It is hauntingly futuristic — like a set from Alien, or
Blade Runner — and is somehow more archaeological than industrial. It’s best not to mention
the very expensive hotel above, but there’s no doubt that the transformation of a pigeonbefouled ruin into an African icon has propelled Heatherwick back to the top.3 V&A
Exhibition Road Quarter, London, Amanda Levete ArchitectsIn a nutshell: square
and fairCloser to home, and proving that we Brits can do culture on as large a scale as any, the
Victoria and Albert Museum added a new courtyard and subterranean exhibition space, and
caused its engineers some sleepless months in the process. About 22,500 cubic metres of earth
were shovelled out from within a metre of the walls while visitors milled unaware near by among
a priceless collection of 4.5 million objects. The result was certainly worth it: the museum has
been given a stunning new porcelain piazza, while the cavernous Sainsbury Gallery below can
accommodate even the biggest exhibitions.4 Command of the Oceans, Historic Dockyard
Chatham, Baynes and Mitchell ArchitectsIn a nutshell: shed of the yearNot every
worthy project needs to be colossal. At the other end of the scale is this small yet sympathetic
new entrance for the maritime museum, which knits together a group of 18th-century mast
houses and was shortlisted for the Stirling. It amply signals its differences with black zinc and a
differently pitched roof, and yet never overawes its surroundings. Inside, the Nordic trussing and
timberwork form a welcoming but unalloyed gathering space, before visitors are guided down
into an atmospheric sunken gallery conserving the timbers of the Namur, a 90-gun ship of the
line built in 1756 and once captained by Jane Austen’s brother.5 Tate St Ives extension,
Cornwall, Jamie Fobert ArchitectsIn a nutshell: buried treasureLike the V&A the Tate
opted to expand by digging down, judging the hard quartz-porphyry rock less intractable than the
local politics. Yet its new gallery, which doubles the available exhibition space in a stroke, is
anything but bunker-like. Huge skylights capture and sift the extraordinary Atlantic
luminescence, casting a calm, even glow across the pristine walls — much to the delight of
visiting artists. Fobert has also added lots of impressive back-of-house stuff — offices, storage
and handling facilities and the like — but the 1,325 sq m gallery, with its quietly muscular roof-

grille of pale concrete beams, is undoubtedly the star. It may, in essence, just be a big box, but it
is probably the finest box of its kind in the world.6 Tianjin Binhai Library, China,
MVRDVIn a nutshell: don’t judge it by the coverWho says libraries are old-fashioned? It
supposedly resembles an eye from the outside, but the real show-stopper is the interior, which
contains inverted terraces of books arranged around a pearl-like auditorium. The astonishing
design by the Dutch firm MVRDV attracted 10,000 curious visitors a day when it opened, but it
also proved controversial: many of the books, at least for now, have been painted on to the
walls.7 Lego House, Billund, Denmark, BIGIn a nutshell: toy storeysLet’s face it, most
architects start their careers with a pile of Lego in front of them, so this was something of a dream
commission for Bjarke Ingels, the irreverent Dane whose past endeavours include a recycling
centre that blows smoke rings.
It is, of course, designed to look as though it was built out of the 2x4 bricks and can be replicated
on a smaller scale at home, but the multicoloured ziggurat of fun has more to it than that, and
embraces four distinct learning zones, restaurants, conference facilities and a courtyard. Visitors
are invited to clamber up the outside to reach shark-infested rooftops or to savour the views,
while inside highlights include a 50ft Lego “tree of creativity”, robots, dinosaurs, a model of
Buckingham Palace and a waterfall of bricks.8 Bloomberg headquarters, City of London,
Foster + PartnersIn a nutshell: empire building It was a seminal year for the UK’s biggest
firm of architects, Foster + Partners. Not only did it finally unveil the Apple HQ, but it also
opened this one for Bloomberg in London. Both projects were hit by delays, although at the
opening Michael Bloomberg graciously attributed his set of problems to having “a billionaire who
wanted to be an architect working with an architect who wanted to be a billionaire”.
Claiming to be the most environmentally friendly office in the world, it is also sumptuously
detailed in a palette of sandstone and bronze. The real jewel, though, is a magnificent museum
two storeys beneath, which showcases the ancient Roman Temple of Mithras, discovered in 1954
and restored to its original site by Watling Street and the Walbrook.9 Dujardin Mews,
Enfield, London, Karakusevic Carson In a nutshell: streets aheadThe first council-led
social housing in the London borough of Enfield for 40 years, this careful scheme replaced
concrete towers with old-fashioned streets faced by spacious brick houses. At a time when
hundreds of cheap towers are being built across the capital — up to 500 in the next few years —
this is the perfect reminder that there are perfectly good ways of building homes that people
actually want to live in.10 Hidden House, Clerkenwell, London, Coffey ArchitectsIn a
nutshell: a home for HoudiniThe reason usually given for building up is that there is not room
enough to build out, but clever architects can often find a solution. Hidden House, built into an
old boundary wall on three sides, on the site of a caretaker’s shed and over the former prison
vaults of the Clerkenwell House of Detention, took an unpromising location and produced a
triumph. A surprisingly bright and airy family home that defies the most difficult constraints
imaginable, it was justly shortlisted for the Riba House of the Year prize. It should have scooped
it. It is exactly this sort of clever design that our cities are crying out for on their many odd parcels
of land.Christmas turkey: Circus West, Battersea Power Station, London, Simpson
HaughIn a nutshell: monumental errorThere is never a shortage of terrible residential
projects, but a worthy runner-up for the Carbuncle Cup (awarded annually to the worst new
building) was this monolithic glass groundscraper that somehow manages to dwarf Battersea
Power Station, the biggest brick building in Europe. Unfortunately an early contender for 2018’s
worst building is likely to be by the same firm: the boomerang-shaped One Blackfriars, already
known as the “trouser bulge”. So, rest assured, there is plenty more controversy to come next

year.
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